
GoodData Cloud
Analytics for Every Use Case

What if you could empower all of your teams and customers with real-time business 
insights? With GoodData Cloud, you can bypass traditional software barriers. No matter 
where your data and application live, we query your data source directly to bring the 
best user experience while keeping costs down. With over a decade of trust, from large 
enterprises to SMBs, GoodData is here to help you break your data silos and leverage your 
data for new use cases, leading to higher efficiency, revenue, and team satisfaction.

We empower data-driven decision
making by enabling you to:
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Rely on
the Freshest Data
Connect and query your data source 
directly without the need to copy or move 
data — enhanced caching keeps your 
costs optimized.

Integrate With Any
Application Stack
Continue using your preferred data stack. 
Our APIs and SDKs will help you to achieve 
time to value fast — while keeping the 
developer experience in mind.

Enable User-Friendly
Self-Service
Leverage the business-friendly self-service 
UI enabled by a robust semantic layer. 
Reusable and easy-to-write metrics ensure 
efficient maintenance and management.

Choose Your Preferred
Deployment
Benefit from managed or self-hosted 
deployment options — based on your 
regional requirements.

With analytics powered by GoodData, customers have the flexibility to build and scale 
any of their data use cases; from branded and embedded analytics to the development 
of custom applications integrated via React, Python SDKs, or open APIs. All deliverable at 
any scale, while maintaining top performance, cost-efficiency, easy change management, 
and data security.

Embed Analytics Into
Your Application
Integrate charts and dashboards into 
your applications, web pages, and data 
portals with the embedding method that 
best fits your use case — iFrame, Web 
Components, or React SDK.

Scale Analytics With
Multitenancy
Make analytics part of your existing data 
and application stack — distribute to all of 
your teams, partners, or customers while 
keeping their data separated and secure.

Customize
Your Analytics
Enhance the out-of-the-box experience — 
create custom visualizations and leverage 
dashboard extensions to match your 
branding and meet your requirements.

Depend on the Highest
Levels of Security
Protect your analytics with the highest 
standards and certifications  — no matter 
your industry or product.


